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Certain information included in this presentation, including information relating to Kontrol Energy Corp’s (“Kontrol” or the “Company”) anticipated growth in scale and revenue, including
anticipated proforma 2018 revenue and EBITDA run rate, and statements related to anticipated future growth of the Company utilizing blockchain technology; the anticipated revenue run rate
of the Company and the timing associated therewith; the future financial performance of the Company, including, without limitation, the consolidated annual growth rate of the revenue of the
Company and the EBITDA of the Company; anticipated pro forma market capitalization of the Company; the organic growth of the Company; integration of the acquisition(s) into Kontrol's
existing businesses and blockchain technology across Kontrol's operating platform, the use of Kontrol's blockchain platform to (i) facilitate the decentralized energy exchange network, (ii)
facilitate carbon measurement or offset market bringing together disaggregated carbon offset projects, and (iii) implement blockchain technology connecting Kontrol's Internet of Things ("IoT")
devices; statements related to the IoT and its potential; the decentralization of the electricity sector, including, without limitation, the elimination of the utility as the locus of transmission and
distribution, the growth of distributed energy market and the timing associated therewith; the potential value of voluntary carbon markets and carbon offsets; the capacity of voluntary carbon
markets to drive acceleration to net-zero buildings and businesses; greenhouse gas emissions associated with buildings; anticipated consolidated annual growth rate for IoT-connected devices,
the creation of digital data and the timing associated therewith; development of applications; growth strategy; increases or changes in the price of electricity and the price of carbon; carbon
pricing and carbon tax legislation and regulations; the effect of energy savings or energy efficiency on fuel consumption in various countries; the expansion of emission monitoring and solutions
across Canada and the USA, the provision of solutions to customers to reduce overall energy costs and greenhouse gas emissions reductions, carbon reduction and monetization programs, other
statements that express the expectations of management or estimates of future performance constitute "forward-looking statements".

Forward Looking Statement, Advisories & Disclaimers

SECTION

This presentation is confidential and for informational purposes. Neither this presentation nor the contents hereof are to be reproduced, in whole or in part, stored in a database or
distributed in any manner whatsoever to any person. This presentation is confidential and for internal distribution and use only. The information contained herein is current as March 31,
2019 and is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. This presentation is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy the securities
referred to herein. The securities referred to herein may only be sold to prospective investors who meet certain eligibility criteria. Prospective investors should consult with their own legal,
regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial, accounting or other advisors as deemed necessary, and make their own decision based upon their own judgment and upon any advice from
any such advisors.

The securities referred to herein will only be offered and sold in such provinces of Canada where they may be lawfully offered for sale therein and only by persons permitted to sell such
securities. Such securities have not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “US Securities Act”) or the securities laws of any state,
and may not be offered, sold or delivered within the United States or to US persons (as defined by Regulations under the US Securities Act). No securities regulatory authority has assessed
the merits of, or expressed an opinion about, these securities.
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The forward-looking statements in this presentation are presented for the purposes of providing information about management's current expectations and plans and such information may not be
appropriate for other purposes. However, forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, which could cause actual results to differ materially from future results
expressed, projected or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such risks include, but are not limited to, that the acquisition(s) will not be successfully integrated or will not perform as
expected, that the revenue and EBITDA run rate of the acquisition(s) and the company’s subsidiaries will be less than expected, performance milestones will not be achieved, there being a lack of
acquisition and investment opportunities or that such opportunities may not be concluded on reasonable terms, or at all, that sufficient capital and financing cannot be obtained on reasonable
terms, or at all, that technologies and emission monitoring solutions will not prove as effective as expected that customers and potential customers will not be as accepting of the Company's
(including the potential acquisitions) product and service offering as expected.

Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements and the forward-looking statements contained in this press release are expressly qualified in their entirety by this
cautionary statement. The forward-looking statements contained herein are made as at the date hereof and the Company does not undertake any obligation to update publicly or revise any such
forward-looking statements or any forward-looking statements contained in any other documents whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required under
applicable securities law.

Non IFRS Measures

Certain non-IFRS measures are used in this presentation as indicators of financial performance. Readers are cautioned that they are not defined performance measures under IFRS and may differ
from similar computations as reported by other entities and accordingly may not be comparable to financial measures as reported by those entities.

“EBITDA” means net income (loss) before amortization and depreciation expenses, finance costs and provision for income taxes.

“Adjusted or Normalized EBITDA” means EBITDA adjusted non-recurring items, acquisitions and removal of share based compensation.

“Adjusted or Normalized EBITDA Margin” means Adjusted EBITDA divided by revenue.

“Run rate” refers to the addition of revenues in a certain period of time extrapolated over the year.

Forward Looking Statement, Advisories & Disclaimers

SECTION
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Kontrol Energy Corp. (CSE:KNR, OTCQB:KNRLF) is a high growth Industrial Technology 
company operating in Canada and the USA

INTRODUCTION

What we Do

Kontrol is a leader in the digital transformation 
of energy management, smart learning and 
automation in buildings and industries.

How we do it

Technology driven solutions through Internet of 

Things (IoT), Cloud and SaaS.
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❑ Disruptive energy management software and integrated energy + 

emission solutions

❑ $16 Million revenue run rate driven by M&A and Organic growth(1)(2)

❑ Partnership with Toyota for Smart Factories in North America

❑ On track for cash flow positive in first half of 2019 while continuing 

strong revenue growth rates(1)(2)

INTRODUCTION

Why Kontrol Energy

Notes:
(1) Revenue Run Rate and Adjusted EBITDA are non-IFRS measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures” on page 3 of this presentation for details.
(2) Projected Revenue and Adjusted EBITDA constitutes forward looking information. See “Forward looking Information” on page 2 and 3 of this presentation
**As ranked by the Canadian Business Growth500 annual ranking.

*Canada’s 7th

fastest growing 
startup



ABOUT US

Large Addressable North American Market
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More than $50 Billion USD in 
energy losses annually 

due to waste

https://www.energy.gov/science-innovation/energy-efficiency/commercial-buildingshttps://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/avison-young-releases-2018-north-america-and-europe-commercial-real-estate-forecast-668773783.html

https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/reports/2012/energyusage/http://css.umich.edu/factsheets/commercial-buildings-factsheet

INTRODUCTION



ABOUT US

Secondary Addressable Market
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$15 Billion annual USD 
North America 
opportunity*

*Based on $12 per tonne of C02 emissions
**Assuming a $180 Billion annual addressable energy market

www.eesi.org/files/climate

INTRODUCTION



How Customers Win with Kontrol  

Real-time energy 
data, analytics 

analyzed and optimized

GHG measurement, 
compliance and 

reduction

Immediate Energy 
Savings in the range of 

25% to 30%

High ROI of 30% or 
more on investment in 

efficiency measures
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INTRODUCTION

Vertically integrated technology and solution revenues diversified across a large 
portfolio of blue chip customers



ABOUT US

Established Blue Chip Customer Base
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Sample of customers across all business verticals 

(1) Sample of customers across the Kontrol Energy operating divisions.

Automation         Software GHG Retrofit

INTRODUCTION



Management Team

Paul Ghezzi, CPA, CA
CEO

Mr. Ghezzi began his career at Coopers & Lybrand 
with a focus on M&A and Corporate Finance. He is 
a leader in clean tech, renewable energy 
development  and distributed generation. He has 
global experience in power generation projects 
under Feed-in Tariff programs and Power Purchase 
Agreement programs for both commercial and 
utility-scale projects.

In 2008 Mr. Ghezzi created Canada's first 
securitized solar energy fund. Since that time he 
has participated in the global development of both 
utility scale and commercial solar PV projects. 

Mr. Ghezzi is passionate about building a 
sustainable future for all through energy efficiency, 
IOT and SaaS enabled technologies.

Kristian Lavereau
COO

Mr. Lavereau has more than 25 years of experience 
in the IT solutions (analytics and mobile 
computing), energy optimization and efficiency 
(intelligent control systems, building automation 
and LED lighting) sectors. 

In 2012 he launched Kontrol Technologies as a 
branded energy retrofit solution business which 
was acquired as part of the Kontrol Energy Corp 
public RTO. Mr. Lavereau joined Kontrol as COO 
following the RTO in August, 2016.

Mr. Lavereau is responsible for driving organic 
growth, operational synergies across operating 
subsidiaries and is also  involved in sourcing and 
evaluating potential accretive acquisitions.

Claudio Del Vasto, CPA, CA
CFO

Mr. Del Vasto is a senior finance executive with an 
extensive background in Corporate Finance, 
Strategy and Business Development. 

He served in various Corporate Finance roles with a 
large industrial public company that included global 
experience in arranging innovative multibillion 
dollar capital markets deal closings in Structured 
Finance.  Prior to his career in industry, he was a 
public accountant managing accounting, tax and 
assurance services.

Mr. Del Vasto leads all Kontrol Energy’s financial 
management, reporting, treasury, risk and financing 
functions. He also provides expertise in acquisitions 
and is involved in the analysis and evaluation of all 
corporate investments. 10
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Common Share Structure

Shares (Issued and Outstanding) 29,167,123

Warrants 1,901,592

Options 2,901,165

52 week High/Low $0.99 / $0.47

Market Cap (Basic) $21,800,000

Insider Ownership 48% (1)

Debt Net of Cash $8 Million (2)

Enterprise Value $29 Million

(1) Management and Board ownership based on basic common shares outstanding. 
(2) Lender debt obligations net of cash based on Dec 31. 2018 financial statements

ABOUT
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❑ High insider ownership

❑ Trading on CSE, OTCQB and Frankfurt Exchanges



Key Metrics and Strategic Targets
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ABOUT

Notes:
(1) Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS measure.  See page 3 of this presentation for additional details.
(2) Run rate target assumes acquisitions occur at beginning of year.  For 2019 to 2021 the run rate constitutes forward looking information. See “Forward looking Information” on page 2 and 3 of this presentation
(3) Assumes debenture and equity financings
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Audited Financial Statements Target Run rate Pro-Forma (2)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Revenue $1,886,222 $6,888,265 $10,727,301 $30,000,000 $55,000,000 $80,000,000

Gross Profit $381,331 $4,617,426 $6,419,819 $13,500,000 $24,750,000 $37,600,000

Gross Margin % 20% 67% 60% 45% 45% 47%

Adjusted EBITDA (1) $(301,308) $(1,938) $(167,572) $2,900,000 $8,250,000 $13,600,000

Shares Outstanding basic (3)
19,525,168 24,996,084 28,089,570 46,000,000 50,000,000 54,000,000
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Services
30%

SaaS
10%

Equipment
17%

Turn-Key Energy 
Retrofits

43%

2019 Anticipated Revenue Run Rate by source Pro-Forma(1) (2)

Notes:
(1) Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS measure.  See page 3 of this presentation for additional details.
(2) Projected Revenue and Adjusted EBITDA constitutes forward looking information. See “Forward looking Information” on page 2 and 3 of this presentation

ABOUT
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❑ Acceleration of Internet of Things (IOT) Devices 
and Software as a Service (SaaS)

❑ Recurring revenue growth acceleration

❑ Digitizing energy 

❑ Expansion into US markets through Smart Factory

Accelerating Growth through 
Key Strategic Initiatives

❑ Strategic accretive acquisitions

❑ 6 completed to date at attractive valuations

❑ New acquisition announced, $6.5 Million revenue 
and $700K EBITDA

❑ Multiple cross-sales and operating efficiencies 
across acquisitions

Acquisitions Organic 

Notes:
(1) Revenue Run Rate and Adjusted EBITDA are non-IFRS measure. See “Non-IFRS Measures” on page 3 of this presentation for details.
(2) Projected Revenue and Adjusted EBITDA constitutes forward looking information. See “Forward looking Information” on page 2 and 3 of this presentation

GROWTH
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Toyota Tsusho Strategic Partnership for Smart Factory solutions 
across North America

Co-Branded Smart Factory Platform

GROWTH
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Co-Branded Smart Factory Platform

GROWTH

OUR MISSION: Optimization of utilities, buildings and 
production lines for North American factories.

BUILDINGS & UTILITIES: Smart Building Monitoring, Peak 
Demand Reduction Control Device, Natural Gas-Powered 
Cogen & Gas Heat Pump, HVAC Solutions, Air and Water 
Supply Solutions, Real Time Energy Management, and 
more.

PRODUCTION LINES: Data Collection & Analysis Software 
with PLC, Field Network, Meters and Sensors, and more.
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Smart Factory Target Market Potential

GROWTH

*200 Factories
Automotive and Automotive Parts

$1 Million per factory
Upgrades and retrofits over 5 years

$10 Million SaaS annually
Up to $4K per month SaaS revenues per site per annum

*The size of the target opportunity is speculative and represents an estimate only of potential future opportunities 
which may or may not be realized. See Disclaimer pages 2 and 3.



Why Kontrol?
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Established operations with strong customer base

1

2

3

4

5

6

*Multiple accretive acquisitions in due diligence

Acceleration of organic growth with IOT, Cloud and SaaS

Experienced management team incentivized to create substantial growth

Recurring revenue acceleration through acquisition and organic growth

Large addressable market with high growth rates
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Acquisitions



Significant Company Progress through Completed Acquisitions

Kontrol Technologies Inc.

Energy Management System 
(EMS) 

ORTECH Inc.

Efficiency Engineering Inc.

iDimax

CEM Specialties Inc.

Sept 2018Aug 2016 Dec 2016 Feb 2017 Aug 2017 Apr 2018

Energy services firm providing retrofit
building energy solutions through
consulting and installation; over a 10-year
history working with Canada’s largest
REITS

Occupancy-based, intelligent control systems
for commercial and multi-residential real
estate; over 20,000 units currently installed and
a 12-year track record of 20-30% HVAC cost
savings

Carbon/GHG emission stack testing and
consulting with a 20-year operating history
and stable industrial client base

Provides engineering analysis, energy audits,
electrical and mechanical design services to
industrial, municipal and commercial buildings
owners; a 20-year operating history with
established client base

Specializes in the application of energy
software tools to analyze the management of
HVAC systems for large residential, commercial
and mission critical real estate owners;
currently spanning more than 12 million sq. ft.
of real estate

25-year history of providing specialized 
continuous emissions monitoring 
equipment and process applications in 
Canada and the USA



Appendix 2
Industry Insights 



Building 
Automation

Energy 
Retrofits

Energy 

Analytics

GHG/Carbon 
Measurement  

+ Reduction

(1) Navigant Research; 2025 global revenue for energy efficiency commercial building retrofits, up from US$71.4 billion in 2016; (2) Stratistics MRC Inc.; global building automation market in year 2026 up from $59 Billion in year 2017 
(3) Statista; 2026 expected global big data industry revenue; up from $33.5 billion in 2017; (4) According to McKinsey; global carbon market expectations by 2025

US $71.4 Billion(1) US $167 Billion(2) US $1.2 Trillion(4)US $33.5 Billion(3)

A multi-trillion market opportunity over the next 5 years

High Growth Verticals 

❑ Large consumers demanding lower costs of energy with focus on long term sustainability

❑ Utilities operate as a facilitator and not a competitor

❑ Continued regulatory compliance, at Provincial and State level, of energy use and GHG emissions 

❑ Demand for real-time visibility to make better and more informed choices
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PROBLEM

Vancouver
$10.29

San Francisco 
$27.69

Miami
$12.31

New York
$28.90

Boston
$30.03

St. John’s
$11.55

Edmonton 
$11.55

Calgary
$11.66

Regina
$14.37

Winnipeg
$8.11

Chicago
$16.79

Toronto
14.31

Ottawa
$14.86 Montreal

$7.19

(1) For a monthly consumption of 1,000 kwh; In Canadian dollars;  rates  in effect April 1, 2015   Source: Hydro-Quebec (2015)
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Electricity Costs(1)

$7.19

$8.11

$10.29

$11.55

$11.55

$11.66

$12.31

$14.31

$14.37

$14.86

$16.79

$27.69

$28.90

$30.03

Montreal

Winnipeg

Vancouver

Edmonton

St. John's

Calgary

Miami

Toronto

Regina

Ottawa

Chicago

San Francisco

New York

Boston

North American Electricity Costs Trending Higher
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www.kontrolenergy.com
admin@kontrolenergy.com

1-844-566-8123

http://www.kontrolenergy.com/

